Medical and Dentistry Students’ Viewpoints about Physician-Scientists as their Basic Science Educators
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Abstract

Background and Objective: A growing concern has emerged that all is not completely well with undergraduate medical education in some parts of the world. An important neglected issue is about the basic science educators. We aimed to investigate the medical and dentistry students’ viewpoints on basic science education by instructors with a background of medicine.

Materials and Methods: This cross-sectional study was performed on 205 medical and dentistry students studying in basic science stage (microbiology or biochemistry courses) in Mashhad, in 2014. Data was gathered with a questionnaire and was analyzed by SPSS 11.5. P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Results: A total of 120 (71.4%) medical students and 48 (28.6%) dentistry students returned the questionnaires. MD-PhD educators are needed in educational programs and their emphasis on important issues got the highest scores with no gender nor major difference (4.2±0.7 and 4.1±0.7, respectively). Total teaching and clinical based teaching scores were not different in two majors. However, more preference for clinically oriented teaching was found in females (p=0.02).

Conclusion: This study highlights the medical students' preference for MD-PhD lecturers. This mainly stems from considering clinical aspects of the teaching topics.
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Introduction

Globally a growing concern has emerged that things do not go well with undergraduate medical education (1). Medical education system is directly involved with population health, therefore a continuous, quantitative and qualitative evaluation of educational determinants is necessary (2,3). In many universities the educational curriculum is mainly divided into basic and practical parts.
The wide difference between these two parts had led to a deep gap between theoretical and clinical education contents. During basic science education the students are mostly prepared to pass the final exams and most of the basic knowledge might be forgotten in subsequent clinical period (4).

The main purpose of educational curricula is to ensure that graduated physicians have adequate competencies. Although the medical educational programs are generally revised and improved periodically, still some insufficiencies might be noted. For example, teaching nutrition has been shown to be still inadequate in most educational programs (5).

In our medical education programs, medical students should pass four main stages: basic sciences, physiopathology, externship and internship (6). Several studies have indicated a weak and obscure relation between basic and clinical stages (7,8).

Students’ criticisms and viewpoints, should be considered as a main source for evaluation of educational system efficacy (9). The length of basic science education, topics, horizontal and vertical integration and many other aspects of basic science education (10,11) are still controversial and should be more explored preferably in multi centric investigations. One rather neglected issue is the basic science educators. Little is known about the possible different lecturing styles based on the lecturers' backgrounds. To evaluate a possible effect of teacher’s lecturing style in basic science education, this study was performed to investigate the medical and dentistry students' viewpoints on basic science education by instructors with a background of medicine.

Materials and Methods

This cross-sectional study was conducted at medical and dentistry schools of basic sciences stage in Mashhad, northeast of Iran in 2014. A total of 205 (145 medical and 60 dentistry) students who took microbiology or biochemistry courses, were selected conveniently for participation in this study. In the selected semester and time of investigation, the educators of these two courses had relatively similar teaching experience. The response rate was 81%. Students were generally taught by educators with or without background of medicine.

The instrument was a researcher-designed questionnaire which was created based on 5 point Likert’s scales including: completely agree, agree, no idea, disagree and completely disagree. Questionnaire’s validity was approved by experts and reliability was confirmed with calculating the Cronbach’s alpha (0.895). The questions were designed to assess students’ views about teaching microbiology and biochemistry courses in basic science education of medical and dentistry students by MD-PhD lecturers. Verbal consent was obtained prior to filling the questionnaires. The questionnaires were distributed in a session and were returned in the nest week session of the course. A quick review of the questionnaire and a brief explanation about it including all terminology used in the questionnaire was performed by the researcher at the time of distribution. This study was approved by medical education department of Mashhad University of Medical Sciences.

The collected data were analyzed with SPSS version 11.5. Chi square and independent t-tests were used to analyze the data. Equal non-parametric tests were performed in case of not normally distributed variables. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant in all calculations.

Results

A total of 120 (71.4%) medical students and 48 (28.6%) dentistry students participated the
Fifty-nine (40.4%) of all participants were male. There was no significant difference in age between the two genders. The medical and dentistry students all had obtained high scores in the national entry exam for governmental universities (400.6±303.2 and 256.5±178.1 among 500,000 nationally candidates, respectively). The score of dentistry students was higher than medical students in our university (p=0.005).

After categorizing the Likert scale, based on 5 to 1 points for "totally agree" through "totally disagree" comments, the first and second best scores were pertained to question 15 and 1 (4.2±0.7 and 4.1±0.7, respectively), which was not related to the field of study or gender of students. The least score was for question 14 (2.6±1.3) and also no gender difference was found.

We considered two main domains for this questionnaire: clinical based teaching score (questions 3,5,6,13) and overall teaching score (remaining questions). Although there was no significant difference between two genders for overall teaching score but a significant difference was found for clinical based teaching score in which females had selected higher points. (p=0.02)

There was no difference for these two measures in medical and dentistry students. Not surprisingly, teaching and clinical based teaching score were correlated (r=0.64, p<0.001).

| Table 1: Frequency and percentage of responses regarding MD-PhD lecturer |
|-----------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                                | Totally Agree | Agree          | No Idea        | Disagree       | Totally Disagree |
| 1. Emphasizes on important issues    | 65(39.2)       | 75(45.2)       | 20(12)         | 6(3.6)         | 0(0)           |
| 2. More Understandable              | 57(34.3)       | 62(37.3)       | 36(21.7)       | 10(6)          | 1(0.6)         |
| 3. More motivation for clinical education | 77(46.1)     | 56(33.5)       | 20(12)         | 13(7.8)        | 1(0.6)         |
| 4. Dedicate less time for inapplicable issues | 56(33.3)    | 65(38.7)       | 35(20.8)       | 10(6)          | 2(1.2)         |
| 5. More success in joining basic science with clinical topics | 52(31.3) | 69(41.6)       | 39(23.5)       | 5(3)           | 1(0.6)         |
| 6. Basic science becomes more applicable | 55(32.9)     | 67(40.1)       | 33(19.8)       | 10(6)          | 2(1.2)         |
| 7. More efficient education         | 63(38)         | 66(39.8)       | 31(18.7)       | 6(3.6)         | 0(0)           |
| 8. Better relationship with students | 62(37.3)       | 58(34.9)       | 39(23.5)       | 6(3.6)         | 1(0.6)         |
| 9. Higher satisfaction              | 61(37.4)       | 60(36.8)       | 36(22.1)       | 6(3.7)         | 0(0)           |
| 10. They are preferred for theoretical classes | 28(17.2)   | 41(25.2)       | 47(28.8)       | 39(23.9)       | 8(4.9)         |
| 11. They are preferred for practical classes | 26(16)     | 39(23.9)       | 51(31.3)       | 34(20.9)       | 13(8)          |
| 12. More learning in their classes  | 65(38.9)       | 55(32.9)       | 38(22.8)       | 8(4.8)         | 1(0.6)         |
| 13. A better attitude towards your profession was obtained in these classes | 64(38.6) | 66(39.8)       | 31(18.7)       | 5(3)           | 0(0)           |
14. Prefer to continue study in basic science field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>20(12)</th>
<th>23(13.9)</th>
<th>46(27.7)</th>
<th>35(21.1)</th>
<th>42(25.3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

15. Faculties need their participation in educational programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>64(38.3)</th>
<th>78(46.7)</th>
<th>24(14.4)</th>
<th>0(0)</th>
<th>1(0.6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

16. They are very few

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>44(26.3)</th>
<th>45(26.9)</th>
<th>67(40.1)</th>
<th>6(3.6)</th>
<th>5(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Discussion

The main finding of this study was the clear emphasis on engaging MD-PhD educators in medical and dentistry schools. Generally, in medical and dentistry schools the background of medicine is known as MD degree or a physician graduated from a medical school. In order to prevent any bias due to this subject we chose the students taking two unrelated courses from these two faculties.

Given rapid growth in the field of basic sciences, curriculum revision and rearrangement seems reasonable. (12) Generally, medical education should be planned based on professional needs, namely the curriculum should be established in such a way that whatever a doctor needs to know should be considered as higher priority in educational planning (13-17).

Applied and practical training in basic science has been emphasized by the researchers in the field of medical education (17-21). Also practical applications and clinical relevancy of the topics presented in basic science education has been reported to be medical students' interest (22). Considering that physiology, bacteriology and anatomy have been pointed out as more important with most application in clinical stages, clinically oriented teaching of these topics seems more reasonable (6,23).

Such strategy should be followed in dentistry students as well. Indeed, it seems that dentistry curriculum need even much more revisions in terms of content and quantity (24-28). Some studies have evaluated core basic science courses in dental schools of different countries (29,30,31). This stems from the great concern of educators about their future job (32). For example, they should learn many basic knowledge about unrelated topics, but they mostly complain of inadequate teaching about common microbes that could infect the oral cavity and cause complications. The clinical relevancy and professional applications of basic science courses underscores the need of basic science revision (26,33).

Science is expanding so rapidly and we are inevitable to choose the most needed information for learning. In addition, the needs of the community should be considered in any revision of medical programs.(25,34)

The results show that most students believe in the efficacy of education by MD-PhD educators as they mainly consider more clinical and practical issues in their teaching. Based on their background of medicine, they form theoretical topics into more useful clinical ones. This can lead to a better student-teacher relationship that in turn leads to more effective education. Considering the slight differences in learning processes of males and females (35,36) we checked the students’ views according to the gender and no difference was found for overall teaching score. However, more preference for clinically oriented teaching was found in females. This might be due to different learning process in two genders or a consequence of more interest or attention to the topic by female students.

We also found that most of medical students do not intend to continue their education in
basic sciences in contrast to Japanese medical students (37). Regardless of basic science role in clinical knowledge, this can be due to clinical attraction of various specialties (38). This problem can be solved by the possibility of continuing education for MD PhD students in one of medical specialties after their graduation. Considering the need of medical schools to MD PhD lecturers, such strategies should be planned to eliminate serious concerns about the lack of such lecturers in future.

The preference for lecturers with a background of MD which was found from medical and dentistry school is in line with such preference from nursing students’ point of view. (39) That suggest that the education of every field which is strongly clinically related (i.e. the field that is related to the management of patients) such as medicine, dentistry or nursing should be clinically oriented even in the first years of education. Such preference could not be generalized in all fields of study. For example, lecturers with MD background may be not suitable for biology or laboratory science faculties. Although we tried to select a semester in which the length of lecturing practice of the educators was relatively similar, we cannot exclude some remaining confounders related to personalized teaching abilities of the lecturers.

To conclude, this study highlights the medical students' preference for MD-PhD lecturers. However, this does not mean that PhD educators should not be engaged in medical or dentistry students training. But it seems that even these lecturers should consider more clinical aspects of their topic for a better education.

Practice Points

- MD-PhD educators are preferred to other educators for basic science teaching.
- This is claimed by the two largest majors in medical field- i.e. medicine and dentistry students.
- Overall, any change in curriculum or education planning should be congruent with students' needs
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